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QUICKLYUNKNOTTINGTOPOLOGICALSPHERES
W. R. BRAKES
Abstract. Locally flat topological sphere and cell pairs of codimension at
least three are shown to be unknotted by a simpler method than previously
known.

Let /: Sr -» S" be a locally flat embedding, where n — r > 3. This paper
demonstrates the existence of a homeomorphism A of S" such that h(Sr) =
f(Sr), where Sr is viewed as a submanifold of the «-sphere S" by considering
S" as the join Sr * S"~r~x. It then follows easily that A-1/ extends to a
homeomorphism of S", by setting the extension equal to the identity on
S"~r~x and extending joinwise, and so/extends to a homeomorphism of S".
The method of proof simplifies the known procedure due to Stallings [8] in
that it requires just one straightforward application of his engulfing lemma,
thus greatly reducing the algebraic technicalities. Although something is lost
in this simplification, namely Stallings' results on codimension two embeddings, there is also a gain: the dimension restriction (n > 5) of Stallings
disappears, and so the unknotting of Sx in S4 [6] is included in a general
theory without recourse to any piecewise linear approximation. A similar
unknotting theorem for cell pairs is also obtained.
B" will denote the unit ball in R", euclidean «-space, and for r < n a fixed
standard inclusion Rr c R" is assumed which restricts to a similar inclusion
Br c B". Cl and Int will denote closure and interior respectively, and
X CEY will mean Cl X c Int Y.
The crux of the proof is the following lemma, a pairwise Schoenflies
theorem which should have further applications. The statement of this lemma
is best grasped by viewing S", Sn~x and Sr in the following slightly nonstandard way: S"1"1 is the equator of S" and 5' is an /--dimensional subsphere of
S " passing through the poles and so is not a subset of S"~ '.

Lemma (Pairwise Schoenflies Theorem). ///: S"~x x I ^ S" is an
embedding, with
f(Sn~x X /)n Sr =f(Sr~x X /)
[/ = [0, 1]], then the closures of the complementary domains of f(S"~x X 1/2)
are n-balls, their intersections with Sr being standard r-dimensional subballs.

Proof. The generalised Schoenflies theorem implies that the closures of the
complementary domains of f(S"~x X 1/2) are «-balls, and likewise that their
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intersections with Sr are /--dimensional subballs. The strength of the statement of the lemma is that they are standard (i.e. unknotted) subballs. This is
proved by following through M. Brown's proof of the Schoenflies theorem,
while keeping a tight hold throughout on intersections with Sr. Thus the
crucial step is to establish that if A is the closure of one component of

S" - f(S"~x x I) then A is cellular in S", with, for each «-ball Ymin the
sequence, (Ym, Ym n Sr) pairwise homeomorphic to (B", Br). The proof will
then be completed via Brown's shrinking device, again applied with care.
Let Y he the closure of the complement in S" of a 'small, round' ball
neighbourhood of/(x0, 2), for some point x0 in Sr~x, ensuring that Y is an

/i-ball with Sr n Y a standard /--dimensional subball. Let A and B be the
closures of the two components of S" - f(S"~x X /), with f(S"~x X 0) as the
frontier of A, and write S" as {a, b) * S"~x, with a and b chosen in Sr so
that Sr = {a, b) * Sr~x. Define g; Sn ~» 5" by g(A) = a, g(B) = b,

gf(x, t) = (1 - 2t)a + 2tx
gf(x, t) = (2t - 1)6 + (2 - 2r)x

if 0 < / < 1/2,
if 1/2 < t < 1.

Note that g(Sr) = Sr. Let F be a homeomorphism of S" such that Fg(Int Y)
contains b but Fg(Y) does not contain a, F(Sr) = Sr, and F is the identity

on a neighbourhood of b. Define G; Y —>S" by G(x) = x if x E B, G(x) =
g~xFg(x) if x E B. G is continuous and one-one except that G (A) =
g~xF(a) = y0, say, a point in Sr n f(S"~x X /). Now, let Í7 be an arbitrary

neighbourhood of A, so G(U) is a neighbourhood of .y0. Let Í7 be a
homeomorphism of 5" such that HG(Y) c G(t/), //(S") = Sr and if is the
identity on a neighbourhood of y0. Define h; Y —>5" by A(x) = x if x E /I,
A(x) = G~xHG(x) if x E A It is clear that A is an embedding, and if
Z = h(Y), then A c C Z c C U and (Z, Z n Sr) is pairwise
homeomorphic to (Bn, Br). So A is cellular in 5"", with each ball concerned in
the sequence having its intersection with Sr a standard /--dimensional subball.

Let X be the closure of that component of S" —f(S"~x X ¿) containing
A. Then X is homeomorphic to X/A by the usual shrinking method
(Theorem 1 of [2]). Sr is preserved setwise under each such shrinking, so
under this homeomorphism In S'^ q(X n Sr) where q; X ^ X/A is the
quotient map. But X/A is homeomorphic to B" by a homeomorphism
induced by g\X, and since g also preserves Sr setwise, q(X n Sr)—*Br
under this homeomorphism. Thus (X, X n Sr) is pairwise homeomorphic to
(Bn, Br) as required.

Theorem. ///:

Sr -> S" is a locally flat embedding where n - r > 3, then

there exists a homeomorphism h of S" such that h(Sr) = f(Sr).

Proof. Let x0 be any point of Sr and let A be a neighborhood of /(x0) in
S", guaranteed by local flatness, such that for some homeomorphism g;

R"^N,

g(Rr) = A n f(Sr).

Let V, W denote respectively f~xg(Br),
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f~xg(2Br). Cl(Sr - V) is a locally flat r-ball in S"; it is therefore flat by [7],
so it may be assumed that /|Cl(5r

— V) = identity. Applying Stallings'

engulfing lemma (Theorem 6.1 of [8]) with

M = S" - Cl(Sr - W),

U = N - Cl(Sr - W),

C = Int W - Int V,

P = Int W,

produces a homeomorphism of M which extends by the identity on Cl(5r —
W) to a homeomorphism e of S" satisfying e|Cl(S'' — V) «■identity and

V c e(N) = eg(Rn). So if K is large enough, V c C eg(KBn). Then if
eg|Cl((Ä"+ 1)5" - .O") is viewed as an embedding S""1 X /-»S",
it
satisfies
eg{S"~l X/)n

5r = eg(5r-'

XI).

So, by the Lemma,

eg\Cl((K+ l)B"-(K+(l/2))B")
extends to an embedding G: (K + 1)5" -» 5" such that
g((a: + l)Bn) D Sr = G((K+ l)Br).
Now,

G(egyx:eg((K+l)B")^eg((K+

1)5")

is the identity on the boundary, so extends by the identity to a
homeomorphism A of S". Clearly h(ef(Sr)) = Sr, and so (he)~x is the
required homeomorphism.
The following corollary, an unknotting theorem for topological cell-pairs,
was first obtained by Glaser and Price [5]. Again the original version
established conditions for the unknotting of codimension two pairs, but did
not contain the 1 in 4 case included here.
Corollary.
= Sr~x) and

///: Br -+ B" is a locally flat proper embedding (i.e.f~x(Sn~x)
« — r > 3, then (B", f(Br))
is pairwise homeomorphic to

(Bn, Br).

Proof. Apply the theorem above to unknot the boundary sphere pair, and
so assume that /|5r_1 is the inclusion. Extend / via the identity to an
embedding /: Sr -*■S" (viewing 5" as the one-point compactification of
R" D B"). Apply the theorem again to extend/ to a homeomorphism F of

S". Then

F~x (Cl(2Bn - B")) n Sr = Cl(2Br - Br)
= F-'(Cl(25r-

Br)).

So the Lemma can be applied to extend F~'|C1(2.B" - (3/2)5")
embedding
G:(25", 25r)-»(S",

to an

Sr),

where G(2Br) = 2Br, and G can be extended by F"1^"
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homeomorphism (still called G) of S". Then FG is the identity outside 2B"
and

FG(2Br) = F(2Br) = f(2Br).
That is, FG: (2Bn, 2Br) -* (2B",f(2Br)). The proof is completed by applying
the usual collar argument (using [4] or [3]) to show that (2Bn, f(2Br))
pairwise homeomorphic to (B",f(Br)).

is
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